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ABSTRACT 

  

One of the most difficult tasks in staying fit for a pregnant woman during pregnancy. My 

Motherhood app can help a pregnant woman to make herself overall fit before during and after 

pregnancy. She can connect herself all time with a doctor without going to the hospital. So she can 

take all treatment from her home. During pregnancy it’s so difficult for a pregnant women to move 

anywhere.so this app is best for pregnant women. 

”MOTHERHOOD APP” is an android application and there will be two part of this application. 

One part for pregnant patient and another part for Doctors. They will exchange their information 

each other by sending message or through email. User can easily communicate and give their 

feedback during the pregnant period and doctors will monitor the patients treatment period. This 

application is time saving for both user and doctors. In this application, User can take appointment 

and suggestions of doctors easily while doctors can take follow up of patient from anywhere. And 

this app has some other features, including calorie counter and meal plans and more. So, User can 

easily check calorie of their food while they are taking those food.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Introduction 

Motherhood App is an android application that specially designed for the pregnant patients who 

can directly consult a doctor through message or sending email without visit a hospital or doctor 

chamber. Actually I built my application that name “Motherhood App” app is for doctors and 

pregnant patients, thus they can connect and consultant easily each other from their home. In this 

app I add a feature where pregnant patients don’t need to visit a doctor chamber in primary situation 

to take any appointment and saving their times and transport costs. It has some other features and 

the key features are-  

                                  

• Doctor List.  

• Chat Box.  

• Due Date Calculator. 

• Ovulation calculator.  

• Pregnancy App.  

• Favorites.  
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1.2  Project objective  

 To saving time for finding doctor.  

 To appoint a doctor for healt issue. 

 To develop it with the most effective way for the user. 

 To easily connect with the patient. 

 To add a direct texting system with doctor. 

 

 

1.3  Methodology  

Here, we can see that 49% people use internet of the total population amongst them we can 

assume that 15-20% people in rural area use internet. Further we also can see that 46% is the 

mobile internet user of the total population whether we can conjecture that about 13-15% in 

rural area people uses the mobile internet.  

Most of the family member of our country are too much engaged in work that they don’t 

have a little bit of time to take a proper care for a pregnant patient. Just because of their less 

consciences in this matter anything can happened even they can die. Most of the people of 

our country are villagers but the treatment system is city based that’s why they do not get 

the required treatment. Thinking about the fact, I have made this app.  
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1.4  Organization of the report 

This report is organized as follow: Chapter 2 describe about the Background of the whole system. 

It also narrates about the implementation of Firebase service. Chapter 3 contains the Requirement 

and Specification. It also contains the features of Firebase and also in this part will describe the 

permission needs from user part to use the application. Chapter 4 will describe the Design 

Specification. In this part the whole project structural description has been added. Chapter 5 

narrates the system test & the system result of this project. Finally Chapter 6 includes the full 

project with conclusion, limitation & future plan of my project as well. 

 

1.5  Project Justification 

It’s just not an app it’s all about my dreamy platform. I’m here to make a start for helping around 

our patients & helping in digital platform in this digital era. There are many feature in this project. 

Some extended and possible features are listed below:  

 Pre tips of Pregnancy  

 Post tips of Pregnancy  

Nutration. 

 Food list. 

 Due date Calculator. 

 Ovulation Calculator. 

 Pregnancy by Week. 

 Sending message, email and make call to the Doctor. 

 Online Prescription (Future Plan). 

 Online Medicine delivery (Future Plan). 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

For developing my whole project, I have follow some process. First of all, patient must be entered 

to access my app then she can visit a whole process easily from my app. Pregnant women can 

easily contact with doctors and chat with them. Patient can also learn how to main their food system 

and which food they should eat or ignore everything are available in this app. Before pregnancy 

they can also gather knowledge about their period time. During pregnancy how a pregnant woman 

can fit her everything are available here. After delivery what kind of food they should eat and how 

they can care their new born children are also available in this app. They can check doctor list and 

chat with the doctor who is better for them. Doctors can help them with this app without going to 

the hospitals or patient’s homes. Patient can call an ambulance by this app with an emergency 

number. 

 

2.2 System Life Cycle 

System life cycle is an organizational process of developing and maintaining systems. It helps in 

establishing a system project plan, because it gives overall list of processes and sub-processes 

required for developing a system. An effective System Development Life Cycle should result in a 

high quality system that meets customer expectations, reaches completion within time and cost 

evaluations, and works effectively and efficiently in the current and planned Information 

Technology infrastructure. 

Here the figure 2.2 that will show the Different Phase of Software Development Life Cycle. 
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Figure 2.2: Different Phase of Software Development Life Cycle [1] 

 

System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) means combination of various activities for developing 

a system. In other words, I can say that various activities put together to develop a system are 

referred to as system development life cycle. In the System Analysis and Design terminology, the 

system development life cycle means Software Development Life Cycle. 

 

Following are the different phases of software development cycle:  

 Preliminary study 

 Feasibility study 

 Detailed system study 

 System analysis 

 System design 

 Coding 

 Testing 

 Implementation 
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 Maintenance  

 Review 

 

 

2.3 Phases of Software Development Life Cycle 

This section describes the different phases and related activities of system development life cycle 

in details. Here the figure 2.3 that will show the system development life cycle process. 

 

Figure 2.3: Process of System Development Life Cycle [2] 
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2.4 System Study/Initial Idea 

This study is the first stage of System Development Life Cycle. This stage gives a clear picture of 

what actually the physical system is? After completing the system study, a system proposal is 

prepared by the system analyst (who studies the system) and placed before the user. All projects 

must start with an initial idea. Usually, this consists of a brief definition on what is the project all 

about, what is its purpose and what the project aims to accomplish. How will the success of the 

project be measured? 

To describe the system study phases more analytically, I would say that system study phases 

through the following steps: 

 Problem identification & project initiation 

 Background analysis 

 Interface of findings 

 

2.5 Feasibility Study 

Expanding on the Initial Idea, the Feasibility Study involves drawing up the terms of reference, 

which state the objectives and scope of the project, how long it should take and how the results 

should be presented. The terms of reference are usually drawn up by senior management. The 

feasibility study must determine if the development of the project is justified in terms of economic 

and organizational terms. 

The main role of the analyst in the feasibility study is to analyze the current system at a high level. 

Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) are used to describe how the current system performs and to illustrate 

known problems. 

The system (Pregnancy App) I’m trying to build a lot of potentials. The application system for 

helping the user called Pregnancy App with many unknown person and also helping an 
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unemployed person to earn money all over the world. The platforms I have chosen are Android 

Studio, Java programming language to stored data.  

2.6 Apps Comparison 

From a particular feature, this project is similar like an existing app title is “Pregnancy Tracker: 

Baby Bump”. But this project has more feature than Pregnancy Tracker: Baby Bump and it is more 

significant. In Motherhood App the new feature is Online Video Call by Doctor. Patient can get 

any Advised of this App.  

Another feature is online sharing system. Here a Patient may search any Doctor or he/she may 

share any problem so that Doctor may contact with them. This application will work like a advising 

also. Also online free chatting system is available. So that no need for external call or email to any 

user. They may contact each other via app.  

There also another similar project named is “Hello Belly”. Also that project is little bit similar with 

Motherhood App. But there have many limitations. They made it with some fixed data. And user 

have to must use these data. This is for Bangladeshi People. Anyone can open from any part of 

this country and also they may find expert from their locality.  So this feature makes my app more 

significant than ‘Hello Belly’. 
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                                                        CHAPTER 3 

REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

3.1 Introduction 

When developing any system, there must need some requirement. So Motherhood App also need 

some requirement specification. First of all user needs a smart phone. And the smartphone must 

need supported android OS. I know that, there are many OS available in global market. Android, 

IOS, Windows and blackberry are popular among of them, but in initial stage my project 

Motherhood App will support only Android OS. These types of requirement is for user (patient 

and doctor). My future goal is creating a trustful media with this project. Millions of user will use 

this app. So to backup and store user’s data Pregnancy App needs huge backup. For initial stage 

I’m using java 8 version. And there are some limitation in using java 8 version. For testing purpose 

this is great. But when user will more, then my plan should change and must use paid version. So 

that, then my requirement will also change.  

3.2 Permission Requirement 

To use any android application, user must need provide some permission. One thing is very 

important here and that is, Android has launched total 18 versions. Android 11 is a latest version 

that I use to build & run my Project. From android there are lots of new feature. But the lower 

version from android many things was not available. When any user install an app the all 

permission was automatically granted. 

The set of permissions are need for using Motherhood App is listed below:  

 Internet Permission 

 Read Internal Storage 

 Write Internal Storage 

 Call Permission 

 Read Wi-Fi state permission 

 Read phone state  
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 If any user reject any permission then the particular feature will not be available for that 

user.  

3.3 Threats to System Security 

This is the era of Information Technology. And in this era the most common thread when 

developing an automated system is Data Security. Though Pregnancy App is fully automated 

system and here valuable data is available so the first threat is Data security. There will be many 

attack from hacker. So first of all we have to tackle this problem. 

Another threat is, in this Motherhood app there are 2 types of user. One is expert (doctor) and 

another is General user (patient). So here one user may say that they expert but without having any 

experience in that sector. So that this is also a thread to find out real talented people. 

Another thread will be tackle abusing the app. suppose Pregnancy will work as a medium. Here 

general user and expert both is available. The user want that the service provider should come and 

provide him service. So in this section we cannot give any security after coming home what 

actually happen.  

On the other hand I must give a concern in creating fake user.  

3.4 Database Security 

In this project both offline database has been used. For offline database I have used SQLite 

database. While using database there are an issue of giving security of these database 
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Figure: 3.4 Database  

 

 And SQLite will be removed if user clean cache from their device.  
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3.5 USE CASE Model: 

 

    Figure: 3.5 Use case model   
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General Methodology: 

 

                                                      Figure: 3.5 General Methodology 

 

3.6 Conclusion  

After completing full requirement specification Motherhood App will work perfectly. This is a 

project which can help both user (Patient & Doctor). Also I’m trying to reduce the misbirth, 

abortion and mother died situation. And the patient will find their desire service and the doctor 

may find their earning source and get proper treatment to patient. Every pregnant patients can visit 

this app without any log in. They can connect with best pregnancy expert doctors and share their 

problems. Doctors can make sure the patients how to make them mentally and physically fit. Not 

only during pregnancy but also before and after pregnancy how a pregnant patient make them fit 

without going to the hospital are available in this app. Mothers can also gather knowledge about 

how to make a new born baby physically fit and healthy. 
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                                                                 CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

4.1 Design & Prototyping 

Beyond any doubt, now a day every kind of people have a smartphone. And mobile app is common 

use in almost every area of human activity. The actual usage of mobile application very much 

depends on the quality (usability and energetics) of its User Interface (UI). On the other hand, user 

experience is so important.  

In this project used only android design concept. Users can tap, swipe, or pinch this material fabric 

and it will move according to user interaction. Mobile interfaces are created out of layered material 

objects like rectangular bars or circular buttons. The other benefit of using material design concept 

is, looking more gorgeous and more smart than general. User loving this design concept and it is 

becoming more popular day by day. 

4.2 User Interface Prototyping  

Prototyping is a means of exploring ideas before you invest in them. All experienced craftspeople 

and engineers create prototypes of their work before they build anything: Architects create models 

out of paper or cardboard, or with virtual reality tools. Aeronautic engineers use wind tunnels. 

Bridge builders create stress models. Software and Web designers create mock-ups of how users 

will interact with their designs. 

User Interface prototyping is a testing and evaluation approach, which is a crucial component of 

User-Centered Design (UCD) methodology, extensively used in IT projects since the 1990s. This 

is an iterative analysis technique in which users are actively involved in the mocking-up of the UI 

for a system. Before the actual prototype testing takes place in the project, the following techniques 

are necessary for identifying the required functionality of the expected system:   

 Drawing design techniques – useful for expressing design concepts in the form of use case 

or as free-hand sketches and drawing like Rich Picture.   
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 The context of use analysis – a structural description of user characteristics, task and 

organizational environment.  

4.3 Technology Used 

Android Studio:  Android Studio is the official integrated development environment (IDE) for 

Google's Android operating system, built on Jet Brains' IntelliJ IDEA software and designed 

specifically for Android development. Android Studio provides the fastest tools for building apps 

on every type of Android device. Android studio provides code editing, debugging and testing 

tools for free. 

Android Studio has a strong editor tool for developing creative UI and emulators for different 

versions to test and simulate sensors without having actual Android devices. It also has a very 

useful Gradle plugin using which you can create application files (apks) with different 

configurations. Moreover, it makes exporting and uploading apk on play store easy with a single 

click. It also has ANT build if you prefer that. In the recent updates Android studio has brought 

instant run which makes testing even faster and easier. 

SDK tools are platform-independent and are required to create any Android app, regardless the 

version you are developing for. Some of these include: Build tools, Debugging tools and Image 

tools, among others. Now, some of the most important SDK tools are Android SDK Manager, 

which provides you resources, platforms and other useful components needed to build apps and 

manage SDK packages.   

AVD Manager: An Android Virtual Device (AVD) is a device configuration that is run with the 

Android emulator. It works with the emulator to provide a virtual device-specific environment in 

which to install and run Android apps. The Android SDK provides the AVD Manager tool for 

creating and otherwise managing AVDs.  

Java: Java is a programming language that produces software for multiple platforms. When a 

programmer writes a Java application, the compiled code (known as bytecode) runs on most 

operating systems (OS), including Windows, Linux and Mac OS. Java is fast, secure, and reliable. 

From laptops to datacenters, game consoles to scientific supercomputers, cell phones to the 

Internet, Java is everywhere! Java programming language need Java Software Development Kit 
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(JDK) that typically includes a compiler, interpreter, documentation generator and other tools used 

to produce a complete application.  

4.4 APP Start  

When a user starts any android application it always follows the following sequence.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: How android app start 

 

Every android app follow the sequence. I’m generally write code in java programming language. 

For first of all it generate a byte code from the java file. This byte code can read only DVM (Dalvik 

Virtual Machine). This DVM file’s extension also here have the android Manifest file. Ando 

resource file has there. After combing all this there create an APK file. Which may run on android 

device. 
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4.5 Post 

Posting is the main feature of Motherhood App.  Here user have the option to post any problem or 

anything. For posting anything user must input some text in the input field. And then user must 

select the posting category. Such as, chest pain, back pain, stomach pain. Then user may upload 

photos from their phone gallery or user may capture photo directly. After successfully all field 

then user is able to post. 

4.6 Home Page   

Home is the main view page of my Motherhood App. Here User csn see before Pregnancy how 

they check in home.Here directions, nutritions, food list, favorite and baby pictures are 

available.Patients and doctors both can visit every page. 

                                                

                                                              Figure 4.6 Home page 
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4.7 Direction  

In home page I’m also added direction. In direction the patient see some necessity information 

which help after Pregnancy. Here lots of tips that only build up for pregnancy patient.  

 

 

                                      

                                                           Figure 4.7 Direction  
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4.8 Nutrition  

Here the tips of nutrition that patient need their body and baby also. They baby grow day by day 

so the nutrition is must for their growth. As we know if the mother eat food then the baby get 

proper nutrition. So this page is important part also for our apps. 

 

                                        

 

                                                                           Figure 4.8 Nutrition 
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4.9 Food list 

Food list is the important part of this app. Every Pregnant women need proper food during 

pregnancy so that must follow this things. 

 

 

                                     

 

                                                                   Figure 4.9 Food List 

Here the Food.Here breakfast, lunch and dinner time what a patient should eat are available. 
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4.10 Favorite 

Here favorite page use for the patient who like the tips. They click the button and they see the 

favorite option.    

                                                      

                                            

 

                                                                 Figure 4.10 Favorite option 

Here the read heart button which one indicate the favorite option. 
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4.11 Baby Pictures  

Here some baby picture that inspire the patient and they get excited. They like to save this as 

wallpaper. 

 

                                          

 

                                                               Figure 4.11 Baby Pictures 
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4.12 Side view   

In Pregnancy I’m giving a side view option is this option I have many feature as like due date 

calculator, ovulation calculator, pregnancy by week, doctor list. 

 

                                           

          Figure 4.12: Side View of Apps 
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4.13 Due date Calculator 

Motherhood Apps will give the due date calculator opportunity to the user. Every user may use 

this calculator of their last period of date. Here the calculator give the result how many days are 

due to delivery. Here everyone connected with each other. 

 

                                          

                                                      Figure 4.13 Due Date Calculator 
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4.14 Ovulation Calculator  

Here Motherhood App Ovulation Calculator use to fertilize their embryo. They calculate their 

embryo date. In mother embryo day by day its bigger then big. 

 

                                 

                                                      Figure 4.14 Ovulation Calculator 

  Patient can see the result of fertile days. 
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4.15 Doctor information  

Here Motherhood App the Doctor information are very much important if patient. Patient 

communicate through the apps by doctor and tell them their Problems. If the problem critical then 

doctor advised to meet them so I provide the appointment number also. Here also chat Audio and 

Video call Option I provide. 

 

                                     

Figure 4.15: Doctor Information 

If any patient want to connect with the docotrs then visit here through the Motherhood App. 
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4.16  Audio & video calling  

Here Motherhood App I have added Audio and Video calling. In this covid-19 Pandemic situation 

the doctor and patient can’t move just because of the virus so that Patient use the video call and 

audio call option that so much easier. 

                                      

 

                                                 Figure: 4.16 Audio & Video Calling  
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4.17 Chat  

Here Motherhood App I added chat option too. Many women don’t share their problems in video 

call or audio call. So that I have create this to direct chat through the apps by doctor. 

 

                                          

 

                                                              Figure 4.17 Chat Box 
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4.18 Translator  

Here Motherhood apps fully build up by Bangla language because I’m developing this in 

Bangladeshi rural people. But if anyone wants to translate the tips then just click the share button 

and select translator is shows the English language. 

 

         

 

Figure: 4.18 Translator  
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                                                       CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION & TESTING 

5.1 Introduction 

When a project is completed, it should have a scope of future implementation. And in this sector 

there are option to implement Pregnancy App in future. Today it is all about some limited feature. 

But in future many feature will be included. On the other hand Implementation doesn’t mean all 

time to include new feature. In future I may fix some bug and improve the quality. So there are an 

option to implement it in future. On the other hand if any user may think some feature is unusable 

or some is less important they may remove in future. And testing is more important than 

developing. Testing is the real performance of any system. In Helpmate there are no compromising 

for testing. As a result user really found a nice and excellent application for android device. 

 

5.2 How it works 

When a system developed the testing period start. Many system may test during the period of 

developing. For Pregnancy App when I developed any feature I have tested the feature on that 

time. Generally I have tested until the satisfaction output didn’t come. Though it killed many time 

from us but after doing this perfectly today I have developed the system. In generally testing and 

implementation is vice versa. If testing fail then new implementation starts. Many times the system 

didn’t response as our expected output. Then I have researched with the issue, gathered 

information about that issue, try to solve it from yourself. But every time if I fail to resolve any 

problem I went to our seniors, or posted on Stack Overflow or any kinds of Android group. But a 

pure testing was running. After 100% pass any testing it would accept.    
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5.3 Goals of Pregnancy App 

The basic goals of Pregnancy is helping pregnant women by getting service and to complete 

service with the help of doctor. I believe that, there are a lot of pregnant women in our country 

abortion, misbirth during this critical time. So Pregnancy App is the platform to help them and the 

basic goals of Pregnancy App actually this. On the other hand, there have many pregnant women 

in our country who want to contact the doctor but facility not available sometime. So Pregnancy 

App is just for them. May be they don’t have enough time, or they are not willing to do. So for 

helping them this will be a great service provider. So after completing the project I’m  sure that 

the goals of Pregnancy App has been full fill. But there are a huge scope of implementation in 

future. And I have already some plan of implementation with this. 

 

5.4 Testing  

Generally a system testing means testing the whole system. All feature is working or not, all 

module is are integrated or not this types of thing actually in this part. Actually in testing part this 

is must clear that, expected output has come or not. If not then fix the particular bug and start 

testing again. Verification and validation is more important in testing. In Pregnancy App this two 

feature has been very much focused. Also every data has been checked properly that user may not 

give any invalid data. After finally Motherhood App is here today. 

 

5.5 Automate user interface tests 

User interface (UI) testing lets us confirm that my app meets its functional requirements and 

achieves a high standard of quality such that it is more likely to he successfully adopted by users. 

We know there are a lot of android device in the world. So this app should perform same in all the 

device. On the other hand there are not only just android phone, there are also android tab in 

market. So user may use this app in tab also. So in big screen the app should look same exactly. In 

this section Pregnancy App has tested properly. Used many version of design and various resource 

file to improve the UI looking.  
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5.6 Test UI Performance 

User Interface (UI) is more important than backend service. First of all user will see the UI then 

will use backend service. So UI is more important than any other component. For this reason in 

Motherhood App used all latest technology to improve UI performance. A good looking app 

generally liked by the user. 

 

5.7 Security Testing 

Security testing is one of big challenge when developing any system. Everything can be lost if 

security is less. So security is most important for a system. For this app here all data is stored in 

database. In database I’m always checking the security. But always checked if no one can leak 

data, or no one can access data without permission. 

 

5.8 System Testing  

System testing generally defines that, testing of a complete and fully integrated a software or a 

system. Suppose my app may perform as like our expectation but when it is installed in other 

device it may not perform as like our expectation. So system test defines all kinds of things. It may 

have dependency of hardware or anything.   

To test this application, we should know about the Testing Pyramid which explains how my app 

should include the three types of tests: small, medium, and large:  

 Small tests are unit tests that can run in insulation from production systems. They typically 

mock every major component and should run firstly on the machine. 

 Medium tests are integration tests that sit in between small tests and large tests. They 

complete several components, and they run on emulators or real devices.  

 Large tests are integration and UI tests that run by completing a UI workflow. They 

confirm that key end-user tasks work as expected on emulators or real devices. 
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Here the figure 5.8 that will show the testing pyramid. It actually show the step of testing.  

                 

Figure 5.8: Testing Pyramid  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1 Conclusion 

In one sentence by using this Motherhood App pregnant women can solve their before,during and 

after pregnancy problems without going to the hospital.Motherhood app help to learn pregnant 

women how to properly maintain them day by day,weekly and monthly. 

In this busy life even husband is not able to spend a good time with his pregnant wife which is too 

much necessary for her mental support during pregnancy. That’s why I think I should make that 

kind of app which one can help a pregnant woman without going to the hospital. Everything which 

is compulsory and doctor suggestions are available in this app. Finally I have made my thinking 

success and build an app and named this app Motherhood App. 

 

6.2 Limitations 

 Doctor can suggest patients virtually. 

 Pattients can’t meet with the doctor physically. 

 Without Internet patient and doctor can’t contact each other. 

6.3 Scope of Future Implement 

Helpmate is an android app right now. There are a lot of scope for implementing it in future. We 

have many plans already with Motherhood App. Some are listed below:  

 A payment gateway method for doctor in future; 

 A complete website will be added in future; 

 The user’s current location;  

 From expert’s revenue 5% will be charged automatically (Business plan); 

 Add fully a new feature with medical sector as like online Prescription;   

 The system with 24x7 helping support by doctor; 
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APPENDIX 

 

APPENDIX: Test 
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Baby Picture  
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Java  
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APPENDIX: Activity 

Main Activity 
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APPENDIX: XML 

Xml 
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